Purpose:
• Brief introduction to SS designs
• Identify elements of SS designs that contribute to problems with internal validity/ experimental controlreviewer's perspective
• Discuss solutions for some of these issues; ultimately necessary for publication and external funding Single-subject experimental designs:
Obligatory Introduction
• Experimental not observational:
-Subjects "serve as their own controls"; receive both treatment and no-treat conditions -Juxtaposition of Baseline (A) phases with Treatment (B) phases provides mechanism for experimental control (internal validity) -Control is based on within and across subject replication • ITSACORR: A statistical procedure that controls for autocorrelation (Crosbie, 1993) • Visual Inspection and Structured Criteria (Fisher, Kelley & Lomas, 2003; JABA) • SMA bootstrapping approach (Borckhardt, et al, 2008 • Use point to point reliability when possible • Calculate probability of chance agreement; critical for periods of high or low responding
• Occurrence and non occurrence reliability VI. Apriori decisions
• Failure to establish and make explicit criteria for guiding procedural and methodological decisions prior to change is a serious threat to internal validity that is difficult.
-Participant selection/ exclusion criteria (report attrition) -Baseline variability, length… -Phase changes -Clinical significance -Generalization
